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Abstract 
In the twenty-first century, the main characteristic of humanity, with all its changes in the historical development has always been 
human. The core of it speaks to the future aspirations of the personality, the free realization of their creative powers. Particularly 
different is the context of humanity, which manifests itself in the qualities associated with the individual's ability to empathize, to 
contribute, to the ability to the active dialogical activity on the level of partnership and cooperation. However, the roots of 
humanistic pedagogy were in the past. Systematization of ideas of known representatives of different eras allows speaking about 
synthesis, which was created by a human civilization for all the history. 
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1. Introduction  
In the twenty-first century, the main characteristic of humanity, with all its changes in the historical development 
has always been human. The core of it speaks to the future aspirations of the personality, the free realization of their 
creative powers. Particularly different is the context of humanity, which manifests itself in the qualities associated 
with the individual's ability to empathize, to contribute, to the ability to the active dialogical activity on the level of 
partnership and cooperation. However, the roots of humanistic pedagogy were in the past. Systematization of ideas 
of known representatives of different eras allows speaking about synthesis, which was created by a human 
civilization for all the history. 
The humanity pedagogic was at all times a core of doctrines of east thinkers. Confucius, al-Farabi, Ibn Hsing, 
Yousaf Balasaguni and other thinkers saw the perfection of mankind (1, 2) in humanity. From here all pedagogic of 
the East was proclaimed, directing active development of processes in education. The advanced thinkers of these 
period ideas of humane moved forward harmonious development of the personality, they tried to get into a human 
nature essence, sought to consider social and biological determinants of education. The social essence of the person 
was especially emphasized. 
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One of the important features of pedagogy of humanism in the East is the "open-minded" as opposed to dogmatism, 
which is thought the main obstacle for individual liberty. The man is being built in the center of everything as the 
highest value with high morals; everything else is of interest, as it concerns the individual. 
An essential indicator of humanistic traits serves the revival and development of artistic expression. In this regard, 
expert said Barthold notes that one of the major cultural achievements of Muslims was to create a vast literature, 
which works of ancient authors could not stand any comparison. «The first books in the Turkic language appeared in 
the V century. Value is the only epigraphic monument initial period of the Turkic khanate is the famous stele 
Bugutskaya 582-583 years. For the first time used the word "Turk" and mentioned Taspar-Kagan (the fourth 
emperor Khaganate). Widely is known Orkhon-Yenisey granite stele, which found fame including inscriptions on 
stones in honor of Bilge Kagan and his brother, the commander-Kul Tegin. 
In connection with the language factor Renaissance appropriate to refer to the study I. Bragin, who says: "From the 
middle of the feudal intellectuals of Central Asia and Iran out some outstanding people, though far from the popular 
movements, but by the power of his talent and ability to rise above their class environment and in original form to 
restore the features of traditional ideology. These were the basis of his work in X-XI centuries Rudaki, Ferdowsi, 
Nasir Husrou and Omar Khayyam. This galaxy is adjacent Ibn Sina. With all the creative and individual differences 
of these poets, they all share common traits: love of all native, especially to their mother tongue Farsi, acute setting 
of ethnic issues and focus on the human being; sermon secrecy and the cult of reason. 
In the XI century, when Sultan Mahmud Farsi expelled from the state apparatus, the love of their mother tongue and 
took the nature of a special demonstrative affection and devotion. Ibn Sina, in violation of all the privileges not only 
poetry, but also some philosophical works written in Persian, it has created a philosophical vocabulary, and thus 
banishing like Ferdowsi, Arabism’s of language. In their own Arabic Due to the language factor Renaissance 
appropriate to refer to the study I. Bragin, who says: "From the middle of the feudal intellectuals of Central Asia and 
Iran out some outstanding people, though far from the popular movements, but by the power of his talent and ability 
to rise above their class environment and in a peculiar form to revive traditional features Eid. 
"Synthesis" human achievement was seen in the "language policy" and in other ways: The poet Nizami, like no 
other, praised the Turks. But he did it in the Persian language - the language of literature and poetry. He appealed to 
the Arab in the name of science and religion. He drew a philosophy in Greek. In science he appealed to Pythagoras 
and Plato. The poet first sang the Slavs and their hero Quintana (3). Moreover, with powerful ideological doctrines 
of the officially - recognized language appear on the historical scene treatises al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, Ibn Rushd. In 
languages such cooperation, in our view, is seen educational element, which suggests symbiosis nations, but this, 
"when is together the best achievement of all to create something such that begins to exceed each individual." 
"Synthesis of human achievement 'or community languages appears not only outside the country, in the created 
states a symbiosis. Such a picture is quite distinct and historic land. In Turkestan at the time, along with the Turkic 
flourished Persian and Arabic languages. Creations of the best minds were created in all languages. But suddenly 
there is a spark of the Turkic dialects is still perceived as a deeply educational element. In this regard, it is 
appropriate to call "Kutadgu bilig" - "Beneficial knowledge" Yusuf Basaguni, which was written in 1069 for 18 
months in Kashgar (4). The book consists of 85 chapters, 6722 Beit - the smallest units of a complete poetic thought, 
and 124 applications. The total number of rhyming lines is more than 13 thousand. This work is highly valued 
throughout Qarakhanid public of the time and gets the title Balasaguni Hassi Khadjibey - "Minister of the Court", 
"chamberlain." This was followed by a noble gesture on the part of the governor Tabgach-Bogra-Kara-Hakan Abu 
Ali Hassan Karakhanids dynasty, which was presented with a book. It is safe to say that it instantly catches. 
Interestingly, the "Kutadgu bilig" praised above all the author. It can be assumed that Yusuf in advance, before 
writing the poem clearly aware of his future destination of hard work. Therefore, to say that: "In the eastern 
territories and among the Turks everywhere. She is equal to book unknown to common people ... "- he means to so 
many of its artistic and aesthetic perfection, not even a composition as unconventional as a masterly exposition of 
the poem in the depths of didactic and pedagogical reasons. Consequently, Yusuf was obsessed with work to write 
an amazing and useful for his generation. 
"Synthesis" for the Turks, no matter where they were - "this is a crown of bright diamonds national spirit, a rainbow 
of achieve their thoughts," the most advanced and the most productive. 
The next flourishing   of Turkish culture falls on the XV century, but under the Timurids. The oldest language as 
signs of Renaissance style stands in Central Asia, the second time, after a few centuries after Balasaguni. In the 
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second half of the XV century the public arena appear statesman large scale, poet and scholar, musician and painter, 
Alisher Navoi (1441-1501), who was the founder of classical poetry on ancient Uzbek (Chagatai) language. The 
national language is not left indifferent Alisher Navoi. He repeatedly spoke of the richness and subtlety of the 
Turkic language. Implementation of program ideas Navoi becomes his own poetic practice, most fully manifested in 
the poem "Farhad and Shirin". Native for Navoi in a sense becomes an instrument of education and the revival of 
patriotism happening cultural and historical changes, of course, develop thinking, consciousness, and planted the 
intellectual qualities, brought order and moral discipline in the way people live. Overall, there was a process of 
humanistic education and training, spiritual healing personality due to economic, social and cultural development of 
Turkish society in all areas of science human studies. 
Love for the mother tongue of the ancient Turks is a vivid example for the present representatives of Kazakh 
society, which today is given the right to speak, to think and to enrich the Kazakh language. 
 Above the historical and pedagogical analysis, we showed especially Eastern humanism. However, the same moral 
ideas were filled with humanism in Europe. It stated that in this part of the world was inspired by the continent's 
humanism, above all, of antiquity. It is ideas of ancient philosophers have become one of the main cultural 
backgrounds. «Renacito» - so is called era of the XYI century Vasari in his country, which means "rebirth." It was 
about the revival of antiquity, that the Italians identified with ancient Rome - the period is known, marked a 
remarkable flowering of social thought, art, literature, and, most importantly - the "discovery of man." The man 
stood in the center of a higher power with higher rights as the supreme value, and all the rest - the society, the 
history of the world - is valuable and important because it concerns all people. So in general terms, was 
comprehended this complex, multi-faceted, great in its historical and cultural swing era. 
History shows people involved in the spread of ancient samples in Italy, France, England and the Netherlands, have 
been called a true humanist. Humanists proclaimed freedom of the human person, opposed religious asceticism. The 
greatest humanists of the Renaissance: Petrarch, Dante, Boccaccio, Leonardo da Vinci, Erasmus, Bruno, Rabelais, 
Montaigne, Copernicus, Shakespeare and F.B.Bekon played an important role in the development of humanistic 
ideals of human rights (5.6). 
Excellent example of moral development, improvement in the virtues and sciences can serve as a sound system of 
education of Gargantuan, the proposal of the French humanist and writer Rabelais. For E. Rotterdam upbringing is a 
faith in man's ability to improve. "It stretches the wax now, while soft, mold clay is wet, fill the pitcher the best 
moisture" - proclaimed humanist. Extremely high for modern pedagogy humanism Ya.A.Komenskogo importance 
of the ideas that created an integrated system of humanistic education, which resulted in the understanding of the 
child as a precious good, high, perfect and most excellent works on the ground. Human destiny - perfection of the 
soul, for "happy is he who from the womb and brought well-educated members, but a thousand times happier than 
the one who will take away the soul well-educated." Enlightenment thinkers were not satisfied with only the 
arguments about the future, and wanted to turn their ideas into practice. An example is the community of New 
Lenark and "New Harmony," created R.Ouenom. In his view, the purpose of the new company is to ensure the 
physical and moral well being of all people. Of particular importance, he is paid to education of the future man, a 
rational and socially active. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, one of the first to proclaim the basis of the principles of 
pedagogy - a holistic anthropology. He proposed to look at the child as a free person. The most important idea, 
enriched the humanistic ideology, Kant was a moral imperative: "Act so that you are always concerned for humanity 
and in his person and in the person of another, as an end and never treated him as a tool." Revealing the essence of 
humanity was to determine the role of man - serving the common good, the need to love people, and remember that 
we are all - citizens of the world. Humane ideals of the human condition openly proclaimed representatives of 
utopian socialism (7). 
 
Conclusion  
Thus, the humanism of previous eras, in whatever fields it does not show - a search for the best social environment 
for the free expression rights and enriches the forms of its realization. Modern pedagogy, has long been in the child 
object impacts, must arm themselves with the word humanist, who believes happiness to mankind that "we are not 
able to subject our children and didactic pedagogical influences attack on their common sense and common human 
will." 
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